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MouseEvent(String typeArg,
boolean canBubbleArg,

boolean cancelableArg, long
timeStampArg, MouseEventInit
eventInitDict) { super(typeArg,
canBubbleArg, cancelableArg,
timeStampArg, eventInitDict);

} public final long
toDOMTimeStamp() { return

(long) (this.timeStamp * 1e9);
} public Object getScreenX() {
return this.getScreenLeft(); }
public Object getScreenY() {
return this.getScreenTop(); }
public Object getClientX() {
return this.getClientLeft(); }
public Object getClientY() {
return this.getClientTop(); }

public Object
getRelativeToElement(Object

element) { return
this.getPageX(); } public void
setScreenLeft(double left) {
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this.getScreenValue(STYLE,
SCRL_LEFT, left);
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Now I've learned that the 'D'
key is for 'dimension' - but it

isn't very clear whether or not
it means you enter the

dimension as a value or if you
enter it as a symbol. Next
thing to remember is that

when you hover over a
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dimension, you'll get an H,
which I think means that the
dimension is hidden. I don't

know why it isn't cleared right
away, as the tool bar does, but
at least this makes sense. As
far as I know, ctrl+1 through
ctrl+9 can't be modified, but
ctrl+0 or backspace moves to

the previous one. To be
honest, I don't know the magic
shortcuts well, so I can't help
you much further than that.
My graphics card is about 7

years old and I'm sure it's just
as capable of handling the

latest version of photoshop,
but your card may be a little
slower. This has been useful,

but I'm using Freeview HD and
most of the screenshots and
videos you linked are in SD

resolution. I've not previously
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owned a TV, however, I've had
a close look at it on YouTube -

it appears to be a nice little
TV. I have three small errors

on my cable TV picture though
- I've just been putting up with
them. For the very first, I have

a little block in the top left
corner. Also, the bottom of the
screen doesn't come out to the

edge of the screen. I don't
know if this is due to Freeview

HD, or is something more
fundamental with the TV. In

the next image, you'll see that
the right of the screen doesn't
line up with the middle of the
screen. There is a little bit of
flicker on the left edge of the
screen, and the center is a
little off. If you look very

carefully, you can just make
out, in the top left corner, a
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piece of sky between the
mountains, and a bird in the
air. Is there any reason that
your screen resolution is so
bad? I know Google aren't

friendly, but couldn't you ask
your neighbours, and see if
they know what to do? Next
time you go shopping, don't

buy computers that are
particularly expensive. I have

just bought an iMac from
Apple as a replacement for the
broken one I had, and I got an
invoice for £300, and £57.50

on a CD
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